A client-based cloud computing market polyinstance combination purchase decision model is constructed in this paper. Starting with a single objective constraint model that optimize cost and service time, in which features of different instance types and standards were combined. The proposed model is solved by genetic algorithm. Then, various user's needs are taken into full consideration by formulating a double objective constraint model to achieve the objective of minimizing the user purchase cost and service time at the same time.
Introduction

Cloud Service Market Trade Theories
In respect of the cloud computing market mechanism, the Grid Computing in the Department of Computer Science & Software Engineering of the University of Melbourne in Australia put forward the pay-as-you-go cloud computing utility market mechanism [1] , which simplified the trade process between clients and suppliers. Meanwhile, it proposed the market trade framework named "Mandi", which rendered possible the exchange of computing resources between clients and suppliers according to their respective needs. It also developed the market simulation management tool Cloudbus [2] . Korean scholars discussed issue about the multiple-cloud-supplier market structure [3] , and established an auction-based service combinatorial auction platform. In this model, multiple cloud suppliers announce the bid price as a whole, which can make the competition between suppliers less intense and save their time. The idea of a global dynamic cloud computing trade market is reflected in Buyya and Yeo's work [4] . It designed a SLA-based and market-oriented cloud computing resource allocation process, including clients, multiple cloud suppliers, agents and institutions such as bank, and it systematically proposed the trading mechanism in the cloud computing market in the context of multiple cloud suppliers.
The proposing of the role of an agent in the cloud resource market system has attracted wide attention among scholars. Grivas [5] conducted a research on the agent service process of the cloud computing market. With customers' needs becoming more complex and variegated, the simple cloud service can no longer meet their needs, so to turn the single cloud service into one with more powerful functions and better quality has become the necessary solution. Pan [6] proposed the cloud-agent-based service trade model and service negotiation model based on the multi-attribute decision-making process, and constructed the concurrent negotiation model which proposed that the intermediary negotiator whose service provider and client is the cloud agent should conduct automatic service negotiation so as to better meet the needs of the service provider's and client's multi-attribute service negotiation and trade. Tang [7] employed the General Equilibrium theory of the market game theory to establish the multiple-cloud-agent-based combination trading model and dynamic competitive bidding mechanism, which enables the trading agent to maximize the utility expectation of the three basic mechanism elements, i.e. service provider, user and operating mechanism through prediction and learning, and which can also help determine its mechanism internal market price.
From the perspective of the perfection of trading structure and optimal market management, a cloud service combination trading model was proposed, which realizes the service combination between different cloud service providers at the same level and between service providers at different levels [8] . Moreover, a multiple-cloud-environment-oriented and cloud-agent-based market mechanism directed at different cloud service providers was proposed to optimize the allocation of virtual resources [9] .
Combinatorial Decision-Making Based on Objective Constraint Problem in the Context of Cloud Computing
The decision problem in the context of cloud computing of the current studies is mainly out of consideration for QoS (Quality of Service) and cost constraint. Sivadon proposed the Robust Cloud Resource Provisioning (RCRP) and Optimization of Resource Provisioning Cost in Cloud Computing (OCRP) [10, 11] to study the optimal decision problems of the two types of cloud services, i.e. reserving customization instance and operating as needed instance. The experiment shows that these two algorithms can significantly reduce the user's cost, and it also proposed the Virtual Instance Provisioning which can minimize the user's purchase cost both in the short and long term on top of the adoption of the spot goods bidding instance [12] .
In Jiang, Bian, and Xue's Work [13] , it was proposed that two algorithms based on IaaS partial critical path and IaaS deadline distribution, and studied the pricing strategies of realizing cost minimization and QoS maximization based on these two algorithms.
Ma, et al. [14] constructed a multi-factor objective model based on time, cost [15] , usability, and safety via the genetic algorithm with SaaS quality of service optimization as its objective.
It was analyzed by Yan, et al. [16] that the resource distribution mechanism of realizing the optimization of the quality of service of this platform under the constraint of time.
The decision-making behaviors in the context of cloud computing normally show themselves as something that can match the known decision resources with the needed information under certain objective conditions, according to the client's needs of intelligent decisions in the context of cloud computing to look for the optimal (or the most effective) decision resource that can satisfy the solution of decision problems, and therefore coordinate and manage these virtual decision resources as a whole and establish the coordination mechanism to manage decision resources as a whole in order to better provide the users with various services.
Overall, there exist the following problems in the current studies: (1) only a few studies take the quantitative influence tendency into consideration in respect of how cloud suppliers price their own unused cloud resources, that is, the study on the price fluctuation tendency of the spot goods bidding instance, and such studies lack the methods of constructing quantitative models and algorithms to predict; (2) in terms of the processing and analysis of the information of the client's needs, how to better obtain decision information needed by the decision process from the cloud computing environment, how to process the dynamic information of the client's needs in enormous amounts of decision information, and how to use the current information to predict the user's needs in the future are still not clear in the current studies; (3) there lacks the construction of purchase decision quantitative decisions under the constraint of both cost and time, and few studies have discussed the cloud resource polyinstance purchase model, let alone the optimal purchase method.
Problem Statement
Supposing a user needs a batch of cloud resource processing tasks in the context of cloud computing, there are several (m) kinds of possible processing schemes, and each scheme has some limitations in its processing capacity. Now one or more solutions based on a certain decision objective (e.g. the shortest time, or the smallest budget) needs to be selected, and a certain task load to each scheme is to be assigned.
Considering that the to-be-selected processes will have various instance types that process tasks together, that is, a certain combination scheme i in which ni types of instances process the tasks together, and supposing that the total traffic processed together does not change, the data processing capacity of this combination scheme is determined by the processing capacity of the instance with the smallest data processing capacity per unit of time of all the instance types.
The parameters are defined as follows: D-total amount of client needs; T-total time of processing the tasks of the ith combination scheme; S ij (i=1, 2, …, m; j=1, 2, …, n): the service resource amount that can be provided by the jth instance type of the ith combination scheme; C ij (i=1, 2, …, m; j=1, 2, …, n): the purchase cost of the jth instance type of the ith combination scheme; t ij (i=1, 2, …, m; j=1, 2, …, n): time needed by the jth instance type of the ith combination scheme to process the tasks; a i (i=1, 2, …, m): task load of the ith combination scheme. This paper gave a twofold definition of the virtual machine instance of cloud computing. First, in terms of instance types, it defined three types: Operating as Needed Instance (ONI) with secured service and highest unit-price, Reserving Customization Instance (RCI) with secured service, customizing in advance, and medium unit-price, Spot Goods Bidding Instance (SGBI) with unsecured service, bidding purchase needed, and lowest unit-price. In terms of the definition of the instance size, it selected 3 types of standard instances: Small Instance (slowest processing speed, lowest unit-price), Medium Instance (medium processing speed, medium unit-price), and Large Instance (highest processing speed, highest unit-price). Regarding the possible combination scenarios of users to instance types, the first is the combination of the self-care type. Since the ONI and RCI both belong to the instance type whose service is secured, and both prices are higher than SGBI, this paper did not take the selection of ONI and RCI at the same time into consideration out of cost reasons, so there exist two combination schemes: the combination of ONI and SGNI, and of RCI and SGBI. In the two combination schemes, each has three selections of the instance type, and the schemes are shown in Table 1 
Application of Genetic Algorithm
Supposing that the task loads assigned to the Small, Medium and Large Instances are 1 2 3 , , x x x respectively, satisfying 1 2 3 100
(Here it is supposed that the total task load is 100). Therefore, in this distribution scheme, the budget of a user's completing the whole task can be shown as:
f=p 1 x 1 +p 2 x 2 +p 3 x 3 (1) in which, 1
, and 1 2 3 + + =100 x x x . Therefore, the original proposition is equivalently turned into a condition-constrained problem:
Under the condition of + + =100 0, 0, 0
It is different from the normal condition constrained problem. As there are few constraint conditions, traditional methods (such as Lagrange conditional extreme value, gradient method) cannot solve this problem. This paper used the genetic algorithm, a non-linear optimization method, to solve the problem of lacking constraint conditions, and finally an optimal feasible solution was obtained. The steps are as follows in details:
Initial Population
N genes are randomly produced (one three-dimension, each vector is an integer within the range of [0,100]), and the N genes are used as the initial population. The data of the i th dimension of the three-dimensional initial vector represent i x ( 1, 2,3 = i ).
Encoding & Decoding
Encoding denotes that every gene is represented by a multi-dimensional 0-1 vector so that the subsequent hereditary steps can be better performed.
Each gene of the initial population will be encoded, that is, each component of the vector of each gene represented by a 6-digit binary number. For example, (…, 4, …) is encoded as (…, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, …). In doing so, the initial 3-dimensional vector is represented as an 18-dimensional vector with only 0 and 1.
Backwardly, the decoding process is to represent every three of the binary numbers that correspond with the 18-dimensional vector as a decimal number so as to turn the 18-dimensional vector into a 3-dimensional vector.
Fitness Function
Fitness is one of the conceptions in genetics, which means the ability of an individual to survive. The higher the fitness is, the bigger the chance is to be inherited. The fitness in this model is de facto the reciprocal of the target function:
where a higher fitness means a smaller objective function with which the tactic corresponds so that the final genetic result is able to find the tactic selection in which we look for the minimum objective function.
Selection Operation, select the individuals that will participate in crossover and mutation.
Crossover and mutation means that a certain part of each gene will be intersected and interchanged at a certain probability. The method is shown as follows:
Computation of the distribution of cumulative fitness: firstly, the individual fitness divided by the total fitness
( ) Fi t ness i pFi t Fi t ness
The probability that the Ith individual has, the denominator is the sum of all fitness Use the individual with the biggest fitness to replace the one with the smallest fitness in the ten (or randomly replace one). The process above is how to choose the individual of crossover and mutation.
Crossover
Determine the random number of the produced population. Set the crossover probability as P, which is usually large, ranging from 0.6 to 0.9. If it is smaller than P, then it is necessary for the population which is 10 and has participated in the crossover to produce 10 random numbers P=0. 
Mutation
In order to better simulate the hereditary process, mutation needs to be taken into consideration. Mutation means that a certain part of a gene changes at a very small probability, which is small 0.1 ≤ p
In the same manner, N random numbers are randomly produced, e.g. P=0.05. 10 numbers are randomly produced as follows 0.2858 0.7572 0.7537 0.3804 0.5678 0.0759 0.0540 0.5308 0.7792 0.9340 One can see that no individual needs to mutate. If mutation is necessary, the location where mutation happens can randomly produce M integers meaning that M locations need mutation. M is shorter than the code length, e.g. 1 2 1 5 3 3 4 The mutation locations are 3, 5. The third is 1, and if the code 1-5, 1 can mutate into a number between 2 to 5. The fifth is 3, and it can change to one of 1, 2, 4, and 5.
Check if the result after the crisscross mutation meets the constraint conditions. If not, repeat the crisscross mutation.
Termination
When re-computing fitness, repeat the steps above Termination condition: set the largest number of iterations. This is the basic genetic algorithm. Keeping the best mandatorily before can ensure local convergence. With more iterations, the mutation probability becomes bigger.
Modeling of Single Objective Constraint Polyinstance Combination Purchase Decision Modeling of Polyinstance Combination Purchase Decision under Budget Constraint
Model Formulation
When a user is drafting a combinatorial scheme, the time effect more often than not is an important factor in making a purchase decision. When the data processing capacity of an instance combinatorial scheme has limitations, the first thing is to take the purchase budget of the instance combination as the constrained objective, that is, the budget that a user uses to purchase cloud resources is limited, and construct the linear planning model that makes the time to complete this business the shortest as follows: 
Numerical Experiment
This paper takes Amazon as an example. In the two schemes, the two types of instances are combined as per a certain ratio (here we assume that the combination ratio of the two schemes are identical), which we set as a, and the spot goods bidding instance is Pspot at this time through the third chapter, and is a known number. The need is obtained by means of the need prediction system and is assumed to be 100. Select the instance price of each scheme as well as its transfer amount per unit time as shown in Table 2 : This paper obtains the solution based on the data from Amazon EC2 as case data. The user budgets of scheme 1 and scheme 2 needed by the user can be represented as: 
Find the optimal solution according to the steps of the genetic algorithm above. The optimal sequence of the solution is:
T= (1,1,0,1,0 ,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)
The optimal distribution scheme obtained after decoding is: x1=100, x2=0, x3=0 When a user chooses scheme 1 to purchase, e.g. a combination of the Operating as Needed Instance and Spot Goods Bidding Instance, the instance size should be large. When a user chooses scheme 2 to purchase, e.g. a combination of the Reserving Customization Instance and Spot Goods Bidding Instance, the instance size should also be large.
Finally, apply the obtained value x to the time equation of each scheme, and the same result can be obtained from scheme 1 and scheme 2 , which shows that when a user has a set budget, and wants to minimize the time of processing the tasks, he/she can choose to purchase large instances. One can choose any combinatorial scheme of the instance types, and both process the tasks in the same amount of time.
Modeling of Polyinstance Combination Purchase Decision under Time Constraint Model Formulation
When the capacity of a polyinstance combination purchase decision scheme has limitations, construct a linear planning model that can minimize the user's total purchase cost with time as its constraint objective, e.g. minimum time required to complete the task, as follows: 
The equation (10) represents minimum combination purchase cost; the equation (11) represents that the total amount of data processed in each combination scheme is the user's aggregate demand; the equation (12) represents that the amount of data processed in a combination scheme is no greater than its data-processing capacity; and the equation (13) represents the non-negative constraints of the decision variables.
Numerical Experiment
Based on the aforementioned Amazon cases, the time scheme 1 and 2 needs to process tasks is:
8 3
Find the optimal solution according to the steps of the genetic algorithm above. The optimal sequence of the solution is: T=(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 1,1,0,1,0) The optimal distribution scheme obtained after the decoding is: x1=0, x2=0, x3=100 When a user chooses scheme 1 to purchase, e.g. the combination of the operating as needed instance and spot goods bidding instance, the instance size should be small. When a user chooses scheme 2 to purchase, e.g. the combination of the reserving customization instance and spot goods bidding instance, the instance size should be large.
Finally, apply the obtained value x to the budget equation of each scheme, and the required cost of scheme 1 is greater than that of scheme 2. According to the objective of minimum cost, scheme 2 is the optimal one, which means that when a user has a set amount of time to complete tasks, and wants to achieve the objective of minimizing the budget, he/she can choose to purchase small instances and choose the combination of the Reserving Customization Instance and Spot Goods Bidding Instance.
Modeling of Polyinstance Combination Purchase Decision under Budget and Time Constraints Model Formulation
As we use the combinations of more than one instance type and each combination scheme has different amounts of processed data, the average time is not obtained simply by adding the data-processing time of each combination scheme together to calculate the mean. The proportion of its data-processing amount to the total amount needed by the user should be taken into consideration. As a result, this paper uses weighted average time to represent it, e.g. multiplying the proportion of the data-processing amount of each combination scheme to the total amount needed by the user by the data-processing time of this scheme. Now that model 3 takes both the objective of minimum budget and of minimum time, model 3 is then a multi-objective planning model as shown below: 
The equations represents that the weighted average time is the shortest.
Numerical Experiment
Based on the aforementioned Amazon cases, the time scheme 1 needs to process tasks is:
The budget required by a user of scheme 1 is: 
22)
The original proposition is equivalently turned into a condition-constrained problem: x1=0, x2=100, x3=0
When a user chooses scheme 1 to purchase, e.g. the combination of the Operating as Needed Instance and Spot Goods Bidding Instance, the instance size should be medium.
In the same manner, the cost required by the user of scheme 2 The original proposition is equivalently turned into a condition-constrained problem: x1=0, x2=100, x3=0 That is to say, when a user chooses scheme 2 to purchase, e.g. the combination of the Operating as Needed Instance and Spot Goods Bidding Instance, the instance size should be medium.
Finally, apply the obtained value x to the budget equation of each scheme, and the required cost of scheme 1 is greater than that of scheme 2. According to the objective of minimum cost, scheme 2 is the optimal one (it takes the same amount of time for both schemes to process tasks when they choose medium instances), which means that when a user has a set amount of time to complete tasks, and wants to achieve the objective of minimizing the budget and time, he/she can choose to purchase small instances and choose the combination of the Reserving Customization Instance and Spot Goods Bidding Instance.
Conclusion
As business applications of cloud computing have broad prospects in the market, users can get to know the market mechanism or system of the cloud computing resource trade better when purchasing cloud resources, which is of great importance in their making purchase decisions, and is a hot spot studied by scholars.
